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HAZET Torque wrench SYSTEM 6000 CT extra long 2 pieces
type 6267

Design: Robust and resistant, hard chrome plated tubular steel construction, ergonomic handle with collar,
which reduces slipping-off and injury. Setting the desired torque value quickly and safely by turning the
handle. Due to the integrated reversible ratchet function the controlled clockwise tightening is guaranteed.
Tactile and acoustic trigger signals. High accuracy due to fine scale division. 
Delivery includes test certificate DIN EN ISO 6789. 

Application: For controlled screw tightening in the corresponding torque range for all industrial manufacturing
areas.

Design:Robust and resistant, hard chrome plated tubular steel construction, ergonomic handle with collar,
which reduces slipping-off and injury. Setting the desired torque value quickly and safely by turning the
handle. Due to the integrated reversible ratchet functionthe controlled clockwise tightening is guaranteed.
Tactile and acoustic trigger signals.High accuracy due to fine scale division 
Delivery includes test certificate DIN EN ISO 6789. 

Application:For controlled screw tightening in the corresponding torque range for all industrial manufacturing
areas.
* 3-piece, detachable. 
* With 2 component handle

Connection size Tightening moment
Nm

Total length
mm

Article

1 600 / 1600 2455 W90A-62670065
1 800 / 2000 3034 W90A-62670070

3/4 400 / 1000 1788 W90A-62670060
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